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Abstract
This paper looks at two example applications of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
to hydrology. The first implements a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to correct
flow-rate simulations from the WRIP simulator (Han, 1991) for hourly
observations of a single flow-rate and to predict it up to 5-hours in advance.
Improvements in accuracy as compared with the WRIP output were clearly
demonstrated. The second implements a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to act as a
surrogate for the 3DNet / SIPSON simulator (University of Belgrade, 2010), which
uses a conventional fluid-dynamic approach to predict flooding surcharge levels in
sewer networks. An MLP-based data-driven model is created to emulate the
SIPSON outputs for a 123-manhole sub-network from Keighley, West Yorkshire,
UK under a range of rainstorm durations and return periods. A 3-minute sampling
period was used. Both a flood level analogue and a classification scheme were
successfully implemented. Early results show nowcasting predictive capability for
up to 30-minutes ahead.
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1 Background
Considerable research on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (McCulloch, 1943)(Rosenblatt, 1958)
(Lapedes, 1987) (Hava T. Siegelmann, 1991)(Sontag, 1991) and their applications to a variety of
disciplines including Hydrology has been conducted. Many textbooks have also been written:
(Rumelhart, 1986)(Cochocki, 1993) (Bishop, 2008)(Nilsson, 1998)(Nabney I. , 2002).
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1.1 Review of ANN techniques
ANNs are well understood and have been extensively reported, so only a brief review is included
here for completeness. The fundamental building block is the neuron, which has a number of
analogue inputs and one output and implements the transfer function:
1.1

Where: x is the input, gi (x) is some function of x, implemented by the previous neuron towards the
input of the network, wi is a weight associated with input i, b is a bias level and  is an activation
function applied to the output of the neuron. This might typically implement the hyperbolic tangent,
a threshold switch or a linear function.
Architectures include fully-connected and layered. MLP’s generally are layered, but variants with
direct connections between the inputs and output layer occur. Feedforward or recurrent designs are
possible. Feedforward networks process data unidirectionally from input to output. Recurrent
structures allow ANN output at time t to be re-entered into network inputs for computation at time
t+1. Figure 1.1 illustrates 3-layered feedforward ANN, which is fully-connected within each layer.
Note: input layer simply distributes inputs to all neurons in the hidden layer; there are only 2 layers
of neurons.

Figure 1.1: Typical Multi-Layer Perceptron Architecture
(Public Domain image)
MLPs most commonly use supervised training, in which expected target data are known for a given
set of input data. Target data are compared to the output generated by ANN and errors
backpropagated towards the input, adjusting weights so as to reduce the output error. Error
optimisation strategies include Scaled-Conjugate-Gradients (SCG) and Quasi-Newton, both of which
are gradient-based, aiming to reduce the second-differential of error with respect to weights. AI
techniques such as Evolutionary-Algorithms (EA) and Genetic-Algorithms (GA) have been used for
ANN training, in which weight space is searched using output correlation with target data set as
fitness function.
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This study uses supervised training on MLP’s, using a Quasi-Newton or SCG optimisation algorithm.

1.2 Hydrological Applications of ANNs – Literature Review
Urban flooding is an increasingly costly side-effect of climate change and increasing land use; much
work on modelling it has been carried out. ANNs have been used to model and predict water levels
and/or flow rates/volumes both in fluvial networks and in sewer drainage systems.
Fernando successfully modelled and predicted outflows from a single sewage overflow in the
drainage system of Auckland, NZ (Fernando, 2005). In this study 6 antecedent overflow rates
(generated by traditional simulator from 100-years historic rainfall data) and 12 antecedent rainfall
data (from the nearest rain gauge) in a moving time-window regime were used to produce a
prediction of sewer overflow rate of up to 10 hours lead time. A 2-layer, feedforward, multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) was configured with 18 input nodes, 9 hidden neurons and 1 output node. It was
found that the antecedent flow rates were vital and that a modified system, purely based on rainfall
was not very accurate at predicting overflow. The approach used in section 2 of this report exhibits
significant similarities to Fernando’s study. Parallels and differences will be drawn.
(Campolo, 2003) in Italy used ANNs to model flow rates and hence flooding of River Arno at Firenze
and successfully predicted these up to 6 hours in advance, which was an operationally useful warning
period. This used a novel approach to timeslicing sampled real data from sensors further upstream
from the target site in Florence. Different resolutions of sampling rate were used depending on the
proximity of data to the present moment. See Figure 1.2. The optimal configuration employed 57
input-nodes, 30 hidden-nodes and 6 output-nodes.

Figure 1.2 Input data used for water-level prediction up to 6 h ahead (Campolo, 2003)

Data-Driven-Modelling (DDM) is a generic term for this approach to modelling relationships between
input and output data, as opposed to conventional modelling involving use of dynamic equations
describing the underlying physics of the modelled system.
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Solomatine has written several papers in which DDM techniques are described that evolve ANNs to
model fluvial flows (Solomatine D. , 2007)(Solomatine D. C., 2007) (Solomatine D. O., 2008). Notably,
he employs splitting and recombination techniques to allow separate ANNs to model baseflow and
peak flow of input and target signals. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Modularization Approach to Hydrological Modelling using ANNs (Solomatine D. C., 2007)
He also experiments with use of GA’s in the feedback loop of ANNs, to optimise network weights
(Solomatine D. O., 2008). See Figure 1.4. Tree-like modular models are evolved over a number of
training steps, whilst optimising fitness function based on correlation with training flow-rate data.

Figure 1.4 Hybrid-Model-Tree GA Scheme for Flow-Modelling (Solomatine D. O., 2008)
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1.3 Conventional Hydrological Modelling
Traditionally, hydrological models have been based on fluid dynamics. For sewage and drainage
networks, 3DNet / SewNet / SIPSON (Simulation-of-Interaction-between-Pipe-flow-and-Surface
Overland-flow-in-Networks) (University of Belgrade, 2010) is one such simulator, which models
recharge-rates and manhole-surcharge levels. WRIP – (Weather-Radar-Information-Processor) (Han,
1991)(Cluckie, 2000) uses Fourier-Transform techniques to model weather-radar data in order to
predict fluvial and sewer flow-rates.
3DNet is a Geographical-Information-System (GIS), which allows 3D-modelling of terrain. SewNet is
used to construct sewage network models for that terrain. SIPSON performs simulations of waterlevels or of recharge-rates at manholes or outlets, and pipe+surface flows. Simulations are based on
rainfall events of various total-depths over given durations of storm, using time-related rainfallintensity profiles. For this study, constant rainfall-intensity profiles have been used. In SIPSON, these
were applied to defined catchment areas for each manhole/inlet into sewage network. Water-level
profiles for each manhole over simulated time-period are produced. Surcharges are indicated by
positive numbers; negative-numbers represent water levels within the drainage system. SIPSON
treats manholes as infinitely tall tubes; surcharge levels of tens-of-metres occur! In reality, these
levels are not truly representative of flooding-levels but indicate severity of flooding. Section 2 uses
SIPSON for generation of target data.
Section 1 involves data produced by the WRIP system to model and predict a single fluvial-flow. Han
describes (Han, 1991) techniques used to process rain-radar data using Fourier-analysis to produce
estimates of flow rates.

2 Section 1: ANN Simulation Corrector and Flow Rate Predictor
Experiment 1 implements an MLP and involves use of data provided by The Environment Agency, UK,
involving flow rates over various rainfall events for both dry and wet ground conditions for a single
flow (‘311’) as well as simulated predictions of the flows. Predictions were generated by the WRIP
system (Han, 1991). These involve typical error levels of +/-30% wrt original flow data.

2.1 Objectives



To create ANN that computes correction-function to apply to output of WRIP to improve
accuracy of flow prediction
To add nowcasting capability, to permit prediction of flow rates up to 5-hours in advance.
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Input data were hourly samples of:



Observed flow-rate ‘Qobs’
Corresponding WRIP-output ‘Qsim’

Additionally:



Data epoch identification-number (one for each epoch (data-block)) ‘ID’
Binary-value for dry/wet ground-conditions (one for each epoch) ‘Dry/-Wet’

Nine epochs were available (total period 797-hours).
Since ID and Dry/-Wet epoch-related attributes were different for each epoch, these were also
replicated to form pseudo-signals.
Dry and wet epochs exhibited significantly different baseflows, resulting in discontinuities in inputsignal to the ANN. These needed appropriate treatment in the algorithm-design, to avoid anomalies
in predictions near block boundaries.

Flow Rate

3

80
60
40
20
0
-20

2
1
1
31
61
91
121
151
181
211
241
271
301
331
361
391
421
451
481
511
541
571
601
631
661
691
721
751
781

0

Data Block ID

Figure 2.1 illustrates the dataset:

Time Step (Hours)
Qobs

Qsim

ID

Dry/-Wet

Figure 2.1 Environment Agency Flow-Rate and WRIP Simulation-Data

2.2 Methodology
An MLP was implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc, 2010)using NETLAB neural-networks
package (Nabney I. T., 2010). Figure 2.2 illustrates schema for the designed solution:
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Figure 2.2 Architecture of MLP system to correct WRIP-data and predict flows
The MLP had 6-36 input-nodes, 2 -100 hidden-units and 6 output-neurons. Optimal errorperformance was sought within this range.

2.2.1

Steps of Implementation

Figure 2.2 refers:
1. Data as described above were obtained and organised into 4 signal-channels (array columns)
2. Netlab was employed to configure and execute an MLP with variable number of inputs and
hidden-units, with 6 output units representing hourly prediction-timesteps (0 to +5 hours).
3. Moving time window approach was used:
a. Qobs, Qsim and Dry/-Wet channels were applied to MLP inputs, at each timestep
looking backwards over Nin timesteps; thus the MLP had Nin x 3 inputs.
b. Training target-signal was formed: (Qobs-Qsim) to create error-correction signal for
WRIP simulation-output.
c. This target-signal was taken over synchronised-but-separate time window, looking
forward in time (0 to +5 hours) (i.e. 6 MLP-outputs)
d. ID channel was not an MLP input, but used to identify when either time-window was
moving across epoch-boundaries. In this case, data were not applied to MLP; instead
only data for which both time windows were within the same epoch were processed
by MLP.
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Note: There was a tradeoff between input window-length providing increased
information upon which the MLP could operate at any given timestep and
consequent reduction in useable data-block length.
4. The SCG gradient-based optimisation strategy was used, as this was found to be most
effective and rapid for this application. Two approaches were adopted to stopping of
training:
a. Fixed number of training-steps (typically 200)
b. A run of 1000-steps with validation, to identify point at which optimal (minimum)
validation error occurred. MLP was then re-trained with that number of steps.
5. Leave-one-out cross-validation regime was employed, where 7 data-blocks were used for
training, one was used for validation and one for MLP-test. This was repeated 9-times until
all blocks had been used for test. An averaged error-performance across all 9 training+test
cycles was then computed.
a. Since MLP was trained to produce yt = (Qobs-Qsim)t the original (Qsim)t signal was added
back to MLP output data (yt) to produce prediction of Qobs before evaluating the
error.
b. This was done for each of the 6 prediction-timestep MLP-outputs at each current
timestep.
6. During MLP-test, input-data were applied one time-window step-at-a-time and the resulting
output predictions (0 to +5 hours) were obtained within milliseconds, to demonstrate that it
could be used in realtime with live-data.
7. Two metrics were employed for evaluating performance: Mean-squared error and
percentage-error based on momentary value of Qobs at each timestep as the reference:
Nested iterative loops of steps 4 to 6 were used, so as to vary:
a. Weight-decay coefficient (alpha) for MLP i.e. rate at which previously calculated
weight values decay towards zero during training-phase. Increasing alpha tends to
reduce likelihood of overfitting, but results, for very high values, in MLP forgetting
everything at every training step! Values between 10-5 and 10 were tried (decades on
logarithmic scale).
b. Number of hidden units (Nhidden) in middle-layer of the MLP; Values of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
10, 20, 50 and 100] were tried. As Nhidden increased, the complexity of the model
increased, usually resulting in tendency to overfit to target data. Effectively this
means MLP not only fits to real data but also to noise contained in it. Since noise in
test signal always is different, the overfitted MLP generates much smaller training
errors but larger test errors.
c. Number of input timesteps in the moving window (Nin) was varied in the range: [2, 4,
6, 8, 10 and 12]hours: (and hence Ninx3 MLP inputs).
d. MS and % Error values were stored for each configuration in the search for an
optimum setup for the MLP.
8. In addition to the data, resulting plots were stored, some of which are presented below.
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2.3 Results

Figure 2.3 Typical Training Trace Results for 7-Data Block Training-Set (+0 hours prediction)
Figure 2.3 shows training results for α=10-2, Nhidden=2 and Nin=12. Black-trace represents

original flow-rate Qobs; red-trace is WRIP-simulation output, Qsim; green-trace is corrected
simulation-signal, shown at prediction timestep t+0:
2.1

Where: y(t) = output from MLP at time t.
Training errors on corrected simulation signals varied between 1.9% for prediction t+0 to
11.5% for t+5 hours.

Figure 2.4 Optimal MLP Test-Traces for single test data-block at times t+0 to t+5 hours prediction
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Figure 2.4 shows typical test epoch traces for one-out-of-9 data-blocks for an optimally-configured
MLP, with Nin=2 (1-hour timesteps), Nhu=3 and α=0.1. The choice of these values is explained later.
Note: textbox at bottom-right shows following % error rates:
Timesteps ahead
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Typical % Error
2.55%
2.81%
5.72%
8.78%
11.33%
14.69%

WRIP % Error (Qsim)
30.25
30.25
30.25
30.25
30.25
30.25

Improvement
X 11.86
X 10.77
X 5.29
X 3.45
X 2.67
X 2.06

Table 2.1 Typical Test % Errors for optimal MLP
Table 2.2 compares optimal MLP %error-performance for a typical test-block against original WRIP
trace error-rate of 30.25% and shows an improvement factor better than 2 times even for
predictions of +5 hours.

Results covering all values of setup parameters are presented in Figure 2.5 ; nearly-linear
relationship between %error and hours-prediction is evident.
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Figure 2.5 Typical Test % Error Results for 1-Block Test DataSet over a range of setup parameters
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Figure 2.5 illustrates percentage error results from a typical set of test runs for all the above setups,
showing all 6 traces in series (‘+hrs out’ identifies each MLP output) covering predictions from 0 to +5
hours. This clearly demonstrated almost linear relationship between timesteps ahead and resultant
error: Table 2.2 quantifies these. Again, periodicity was observed wrt the number of timesteps Nin in
the input time-window: As Nin increases; a reduction in maximum error was noted together with an
increase in minimum error. At +0 hours prediction, the number of hidden-units, Nhu , did not greatly
affect maximum-error, but had large effect on minimum error, reducing it towards 100-hidden units.
However, at +5 hours prediction, both tended to increase with number of hidden-units. Although
resolution of Figure 2.5 is not sufficient, there is also periodicity associated with alpha, with a
minimum at around α = 0.1 to 1.
Timesteps ahead
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Minimum % Error
1%
3%
6%
8%
12%
14%

Maximum % Error
7%
9%
12%
15%
17.5%
22%

Table 2.2 Typical Minimum and Maximum % Errors vs Timesteps Prediction
Sets of surface plots were produced covering the ranges of variation of the setup parameters Nin,
Nhu, alpha, as well as the % error effect on the Nout MLP outputs (+0 to +5 hours prediction)

Figure 2.6 Surface plots for % Error vs MLP setup-parameters (top row) and for setup vs output
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Figure 2.6 is such an example. Optima are identified in the table to the left of figure, which show best
overall performance for Nin=2; Depending on which output time advance is required, Nhu needs to be
either 2-3 (for prediction) or 100 (no prediction) and α=0.1 to 1.0 gives best results. The shown
optimum for Nout of +0 hours advance is meaningless here, since we have already seen the nearly
linear relationship between % error and hours predicted ahead (clearly seen in all 3 lower plots in
Figure 2.6).
Results for the other metric (MS Error) were very similarly shaped, so they have not been presented
in surface plots here. Instead, a scattergram ( Figure 2.7 ) of %error vs MSError shows the highdegree of correlation for typical plot at +3 hours prediction (note log-log scale):

Figure 2.7 Correlation Between % Error and MS Error for +3Hours Prediction

Summary test MS and %error-bar charts for the optimal-MLP are shown in Figure 2.8. In each of
these, the x-axis represents number of timesteps (hours) of prediction, the 6-bars representing the 6
MLP-outputs. The bottom-right plot shows WRIP %error for comparison. Note: Y-axis scales differ!
Note also: Error-bars are based on assumption that errors are normally-distributed.
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Figure 2.8 Optimal MLP-Training, Validation and Test Result-Means for all 9 test data epochs
Due to similarities with the experiment of section 2, full analysis of results is left until Section 0.

3 Section 2: MLP Sewer Flood SIPSON Surrogate Model
The main experiment is described here, in which principles derived from experiment 1, are applied to
an MLP with 123 outputs, to model a sub-section of combined rain/wastewater drainage system of
the town of Keighley, W Yorks, UK (Figure 3.1). This implements a surrogate data-driven model
(DDM) for the 3DNet / SIPSON simulator, by using its output data as target data for training the MLP.

3.1 Objectives


To replace SIPSON with an AI-based Data-Driven-Model (DDM), which treats the sewer
network as a black box:
o Models relationships between input and outputs
o Models higher-order interactions between inputs and between the various outputs



To provide classification of flood status at each manhole in a given network, (rather than full
flood-level regression)



Speed is to be favoured over accuracy (real-time applications)



Ability to predict potential flooding (nowcasting)
o

In order to be operationally useful, a target prediction of at least 3-hours is required
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Possibility to link to BADC rain-radar data as input to trained-ANN to give more prediction
capability

Figure 3.1 SewNet Map of Sewer Sub-section from Keighley, W Yorks, UK
Figure 3.1 depicts the sewer network modelled in this study, which contains 123 manholes, inputs to
the sewer network ,which can also act (under surcharge conditions) as system outputs when flooding
occurs. Note: areas marked ‘upstream’, ‘midstream’ and ‘downstream’, which are used in analysis of
results to explore within ‘black-box’.

3.2 Methodology

Figure 3.2 Architecture of MLP System to Model and Predict SIPSON Simulator Outputs
Figure 3.3 MLP Architecture for SIPSON Surrogate DDM
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Please refer to above figure when reading methodology steps below:
1. Obtain Keighley (‘Marley’ ) rainfall figures from BADC

Duration
Minutes
15
30
60
120
180
360
540
720
1080
1440
2880
7200
14400

Return
Period
(years)
1
24.72
16.12
10.52
6.86
5.35
3.49
2.72
2.28
1.75
1.45
0.93
0.52
0.33

Hours
0.25
0.5
1
2
3
6
9
12
18
24
48
120
240

2
27.92
18.12
11.75
7.62
5.91
3.84
2.98
2.49
1.91
1.58
1.00
0.55
0.35

5
40.84
26.00
16.54
10.53
8.08
5.14
3.95
3.27
2.48
2.04
1.27
0.68
0.43

10
53.48
33.58
21.08
13.24
10.08
6.33
4.82
3.98
2.99
2.44
1.50
0.79
0.49

20
67.44
41.86
25.99
16.14
12.21
7.58
5.73
4.70
3.51
2.86
1.73
0.90
0.55

30
76.84
47.38
29.23
18.03
13.59
8.38
6.32
5.17
3.85
3.12
1.88
0.97
0.59

50
91.72
56.06
34.28
20.96
15.71
9.61
7.20
5.87
4.35
3.51
2.10
1.07
0.65

75
104.80
63.66
38.66
23.48
17.54
10.65
7.96
6.47
4.77
3.84
2.28
1.16
0.69

100
115.68
69.92
42.26
25.54
19.02
11.50
8.56
6.95
5.11
4.11
2.43
1.22
0.73

Rainfall Intensity (mm/hr)

Table 3.1 BADC Marley Rainfall Statistics for Rainstorm Rainfall Intensity

200.00
150.00
100.00
50.00
0.00

0.25

1

3

9

18

48

240

150
50
10
1 Return Period
(years)

Duration (hours)

Figure 3.4 Marley Rainfall Intensity vs Storm Duration and Return Period
a. Figure 3.4 show storms of longer return period and shorter duration to be the most
intense, as expected.
b. Convert these figures to storm rainfall totals, for use by SIPSON
2. Input to SIPSON simulator to create profiles for each rainstorm:
a. Areas highlighted in green and yellow on Table 3.1 are rainstorms used for SIPSON
simulation runs.
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b. Adjust value of ‘percentage of impervious surface-area’ SIPSON setup-parameter to
maximum that produces valid run for the most intense storm. This is set empirically
to be 40%, which seems reasonable in practice for an area including both semi-rural
and urban sections.
c. A constant 6-hour simulated period was used throughout, with storms of between
15-minutes and 3-hours duration.
3. Obtain simulated flood levels for 123 street-manholes over duration of each storm and
runoff-period from SIPSON output:
a. Prepare storm profile data as array of 4 input-signals (columns) as time-series input
to MLP as illustrated in Figure 3.5 :
i. storm ID (XID)(relates to return period and duration of storm to create unique
identifier for each storm – since several blocks are used during training,
these ID’s were replicated to form a dummy data signal )
ii. elapsed time since start of storm (Xelt)(linear ramp throughout simulation
period)
iii. rainfall intensity (Xrint)(constant during storm, zero afterwards)
iv. cumulative rainfall over duration of simulation (Xrcum)(linear ramp during
storm, constant afterwards)

25000

45
40

20000

35
30

15000

25
20

10000

15
10

5000

5
0

0
Elapsed Time (seconds)

Rainfall Intensity (mm/hr)

Cumulative Rainfall (mm)

Figure 3.5 Typical Signals Applied to MLP-Inputs during each Storm (Epoch)

b. Normalise input data in the range 0-1 scaled to maximum possible value for each
input. (This assists with trained MLP weight-analysis). Note: Output/target data are
said to be normalised, since they represent actual flood depths in metres. Since linear
output activation functions are used, the range of these signals does not affect
relative scaling of MLP weights.
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c. Format SIPSON output as 123 columns, each representing flood-levels over the
simulation period (rows) for each labelled manhole:
i. Negative values represent no flood and positive values = height of a
theoretical manhole cross-sectioned column of water above the ground
surface (flood)

Prepare data representing a number of classification schemes of flooding (‘flood/no flood’ and 2 binary schemes for
flood classes of 0 to 3 as shown in

Table 3.2
d. Table 3.2) for use in flood classification wrapper-function round MLP:
Flood
Class Description
3
2
1
0

Severe
Moderate
Slight
None

Min
FloodDepth
5.00
1.00
0.00
-1.00E+100

Max FloodClass
FloodDepth
Bit1
1.00E+100
5.00
1.00
0.00

1
1
0
0

FloodClass
Bit0

FC3

FC2

FC1

1
0
1
0

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0

1
1
1
0

Table 3.2 Flood Classification Levels used by MLP Wrapper-Function
4. Apply simple analogue signals to input of MLP (as per Figure 3.5 Typical Signals Applied to
MLP-Inputs during each Storm (Epoch)Figure 3.5):
a. (rainfall intensity Xrint, cumulative rainfall Xrcum, elapsed time Xelt)
b. The 4th channel XID, is used as described in Section 2.2.1 point 3.d. to ensure data
block boundaries are handled by the moving time window in exactly the same way.
5. Use moving time window approach
a. Input data from 3 above input-signals are applied sample-wise parallel to multiple
MLP input nodes over a configurable time-window period (set between 2 and 10
timesteps in this trial), yielding between 6 and 30 input nodes. At each timestep the
window moves one sample to the right on all 3 input-signals.
b. At the same time, an output time window can be shifted forward in time with
respect to the input time-window to provide a predictive offset (TTSadvance). At
present, the output only implements a single timestep in the output-window for a
single predictive advance. Widening the window necessitates :
3.1
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where Nout is number of output nodes; tsout = number of timesteps in output window.
Using Windows 32, with Java heap space limited to 2GB total, optimiser crashes
whist attempting to invert Hessian matrix for Nout > 123 and/or Nhu > 30.
c. Predictive advances between 0 and 30 minutes (in quanta of 15 minutes) are trialled.
6. Use 2 or 3 storms’ SIPSON data as target signals to train MLP (regression mode)
a. These are configurable via the program’s input argument list.
b. A utility pre-converts Excel files to MATLAB format for fast loading.
7. Use one storm to validate training progress and terminate at optimum point
a. Also selectable via the argument list (cannot be same as training set!)
8. Use another storm to test the MLP and measure errors (deviations from target)
a. Parameter in argument list (must differ from training and validation data sets)
9. Post-process both target and MLP output to classify data (4 classes were used):
a. The schema in Table 3.2 is used in a wrapper function, which post-processes both
target data and MLP output flood levels to classify them in class label range [0,1,2,3].
b. Both analogue flood levels and flood classes are displayed on the trace data plots to
be found in the results in 3.3.3.
c. The flood classification threshold edges are deliberately non-linear to demonstrate
flexibility in the approach.
10. Develop new metrics to quantify classification performance of the MLP and wrapper
combined (Note: a ranked scheme is used for the 4 classes [0,1,2,3], which allows the notion
of ‘difference’ between classes; viz expectation of 1 and actual of 2 = difference of 1; whereas
exprectation of 3 and actual of 1 = difference of 2):
a. Classification Percentage Error metric:
3.2

Where: CPE(y) is classification percentage error for single output (manhole);
t = timestep number ; N = total number of timesteps in data set;
C(Tt) = Classification function operating on Target data sample at time t;
C(Yt) = Classification function operating on MLP output data sample at time t;
wC(Tt) = Weight associated with instantaneous value of:
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3.3

This represents the maximum value of error that can occur between C(T) and C(Y) at
each timestep t.
b. Implement confusion matrix generation and storage for each test trace produced.
11. Vary MLP setup parameters stepwise over valid ranges
Setup Parameter
Nin

Range of Values
{ 1,2,4,6,8,10 }

Description
No of input timesteps in
moving window
Nhu
{2,5,10,20,30}
No of hidden units
TTSadvance
{0,5,10} (x 3mins steps)
Timesteps advance for
prediction output
window
Alpha (α)
{1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1, 1e0,}
Weight decay
coefficient (during
training)
Table 3.3: MLP Setup Parameters Varied in Experiments

12. Measure performance against target
a. MS Error; % Error; % Classification Error; Confusion matrix;
b. Training times benchmarked against SIPSON; MLP test times
c. MLP weights: compute Influence coefficient matrix Wio:
3.4

Where: W1 = Input to hidden layer weight matrix (Nin x Nhu elements)
W2 = hidden to output layer weight matrix (Nhu x Nout elements)
and i ϵ J[1,Nin]; j ϵ J[1,Nout]; k ϵ J[1,Nhu];

W1

k=1

W2

i
k=2

j

k=3
(Based on diagram
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from
(Wikimedia Inc, 2010))

Figure 3.6 Wio i,j sums the strength of all the paths between input i and output neuron, j
Study of the influence coefficients allow analysis of the relative influences of the
range of timesteps past in the moving input time window on given neuron outputs
(manhole flood levels).
In order for this method to work effectively, MLP input levels were normalised.
13. Determine optimum MLP if possible
a. Are there any minima in error functions wrt both setup parameters and training
times?
14. Analyse all results
a. This is detailed in section 0.

3.3 Results
Results obtained from trials so far carried out are presented below. These mainly focus on
optimisation, timing, regression and classification mean-squared (MS) error and percentage error
(based on RMS signal means); followed by a more analytical discussion of MLP weights and
classification confusion matrices.
Although one of the main original objectives was to classify flood levels and despite MLPs having
been used directly as classifiers with success, the challenges of attempting to optimise classifying
MLPs operating on time-series data, rather than time-independent clustered data, led to adoption of
a regression model of MLP with linear activation functions. This was then enclosed in a wrapper
function to provide classification of the resultant MLP output flood level analogue as well as the
original target data from SIPSON. Both the analogue and classified data were analysed for error. The
classification flood levels used are shown in Table 3.2.

3.3.1

MLP Optimisation and Validation

Due to the large size of MLP network, training times were long, with Quasi-Newton optimisation
taking approximately 1 second per epoch. Therefore attention was paid to achieving optimal training
times. The standard approach of validating during optimisation was adopted, seeking the point of
minimum validation error, to minimise the effects of overfitting due to unnecessary prolongation of
training beyond this point. Validation at every epoch was not possible, due to the optimiser needing
several steps to execute its bracketing strategy without interruption, so validation every 50 epochs
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was adopted. Figure 3.7 shows that validation MS error was continuing to fall at 15000 epochs for a
typical MLP with α=0.1, Nhu=20, Nin=4 and TTsAdvance = 0, a run that took over 4 hours to complete.
Furthermore, MS error was very erratic during the first few epochs, potentially leading to premature
termination of training if the standard early stopping strategy were used.

Figure 3.7 MLP Validation Errors for a 15000 Epoch Training Run

A running average of MS error (here using a window of 10 samples) to eliminate noise spikes on the
MS error signal was also unsatisfactory, due to its inherent lag.
Figure 3.7 also shows % validation classification error, produced by the wrapper function from the
MLP output during training. This reached a minimum at around 8000 epochs, which would also lead
to very long program run times if adopted.

3.3.1.1 Early Stopping
Since classification of flood level was a main objective, an early stopping strategy of termination
when % classification error fell to below 3% at any epoch beyond 250, was adopted for the rest of
the trials. (The exclusion of the first 250 epochs prevented problems with the early noise spikes.) This
necessarily resulted to some extent in pre-determination of the subsequent levels of test
classification errors likely to be observed. Error performance was probably sub-optimal, but training
times were minimised, whilst achieving acceptable performance. Figure 3.8 illustrates.
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Figure 3.8 Typical MLP Training Run with Early-stopping based on Classification Error

3.3.2 Timing Analysis and Benchmarking
Since HAANNs is intended to be a surrogate for SIPSON, timing trials used it as a benchmark, in
addition to factor faster than realtime for MLP training and test as well as SIPSON, based on 3 minute
sampling periods in all cases.

Table 3.4 MLP Optimisation and Test Timing Compared to SIPSON for 6-Hour Duration Input Data

Table 3.4 presents mean timings in seconds for MLP Training (cols 2-5), Test (cols 6-9) and SIPSON
(cols 10-12) for a range of MLP setup parameters: Nin = {4,7,10} (rows); Nhu = {10,20,30} (cols). Results
are for a mean of samples taken at TTSAdvance = {0,5,10} x 3 minute timesteps.
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3.3.2.1 MLP Optimisation Time vs Setup Parameter Values
Figure 3.10 to Figure 3.11 show effects of MLP setup parameters on mean optimisation times. In
each bar graph, a mean was taken with respect to parameters not included. Figure 3.10 indicates a
large increase in time with increasing number of hidden units (Nhu), but a much smaller effect of
increasing number of input timesteps (Nin).

Figure 3.10: Timings: Training: Nin and Nhu

Figure 3.9: Timings: Test: Nin and Nhu

Figure 3.12: Timings: Training: Nin and TTsAdvance

Figure 3.11: Timings: Training: Nhu and TTsAdvance

Figure 3.9 indicates very little influence of both Nin and Nhu on execution times of the trained MLP
during test. Figure 3.12 demonstrates (possibly) a small increase in training time with increasing
output window timeshift (TTsAdvance) but this is heavily dependent on a single value when Nin = 7, so
the trial perhaps ought to be re-run. Finally, Figure 3.11 again shows a high correlation between
training time and Nhu, but little effect due to TTsAdvance, except when Nin was 10 (and possibly greater).
Results for α showed negligible effect on timings over a range of α = [1e-3, 1e0].
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3.3.2.2 MLP Training and Test Compared with SIPSON
Mean training run time for SIPSON for a single storm event (6-hours @ 3s internal sampling rate) was
500s. This is comparable with MLP mean training times of 360s. However, MLP optimisation times
can vary greatly and depend on the stopping strategy adopted. A ‘fast’ termination approach was
adopted to maximise possibility for obtaining results in limited available time.
MLP test execution speeds were approximately 536/43 = 12.5 times faster than SIPSON.

3.3.3

Typical Flood Depth Trace and Flood Classification Trace Results

Throughout the results section, where appropriate, a selection of 5 manholes from upstream
sections of the sewer network has been selected and results grouped for analysis. Similarly, 5
midstream and 5 downstream manholes have been grouped.

Sewer Network Section
Manhole Identifiers
Upstream
1895, 1913, 2169, 3060, 3068
Midstream
1898, 1908, 1918, 1938, 2160
Downstream
1931, 1939, 1940, 1941, 8398
Table 3.5: Identifiers of Selected Upstream, Midstream and Downstream Manholes
For trace plots, either 1 or 3 each of these are selected for display of ‘typical’ results:
3.3.3.1 Training

Figure 3.13: Traces from Trained Network for Typical Manholes, Upstream, Midstream and
Downstream @ TTsAdvance = 0
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In Figure 3.13, traces from an MLP with Nin = 4; Nhidden = 20, α = 0.1 and TTsAdvance = 0 are presented,
since this setup is typical. The top row has traces from upstream manholes; similarly for middle
(midstream) and bottom row (downstream). Each plot shows 4 traces: target (from SIPSON) and
actual output from MLP, for both analogue flood level and flood classification. The traces show
results from applying the same data as used for MLP optimisation, to the trained network. Training
data used 3 storm data blocks, spanning a period of 18 hours total, i.e. 372 samples in each trace.
Storm durations in this case were each of 2 hours duration, but of different intensities.
In all cases, the green (output) trace can be seen to be following the black (target) trace quite
closely; MS Error was 0.039 over the entire data set; percentage error was 5.74% (means of all 123
outputs)
No flooding occurred for manholes 1895, 1918, 1941 and 8398 as indicated by levels staying below
zero. The flood classification scheme is shown in Table 3.2.
The red trace shows target flooding class, whilst the dashed blue trace indicates the result of the
wrapper function acting on the analogue flood output (green trace). Similarly the red trace was
produced by the wrapper function acting on the analogue target signal from SIPSON. Classification
error was 1.24% mean over all 123 classified outputs, using the method from equations 3.2 & 3.3.

Figure 3.14: Traces from Trained Network for Typical Manholes, Upstream, Midstream and
Downstream @ TTsAdvance = 10 x 3minute timesteps
Figure 3.14 for a timeshift advance prediction of 30minutes, demonstrates very similar performance
to zero advance with MS Error 0.073 over the entire data set; percentage error was 6.23% and
classification error was 1.26% (means of all 123 outputs). Note: manhole 1941 predicted a flood,
whereas the target was for no flood.
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3.3.3.2 Test

Figure 3.15: Test Traces for Upstream, Midstream and Downstream Manhole @ TTsAdvance = 0
Figure 3.15 shows MLP test traces for a single 50 years return period, 2 hour duration storm using
the same configuration of MLP as for Figure 3.13. Upstream manhole 1895 is on left, which did not
flood; errors are shown in the textbox on the figure.

Figure 3.16: Test Traces for Upstream, Midstream and Downstream Manhole @ TTsAdvance = 10
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Comparison of results from Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show a degradation of analogue signal
performance with the time advance change from 0 to +30 minutes (MS Error 0.056  0.12; % Error
7.74% 9.23%), whilst classification error stayed effectively constant at around 1.75%. This is likely
to be due to tendency for the MLP to overshoot at the point of peak flow, just after the end of the
storm, producing large contributions to analogue errors. However, the sizes of these overshoots
were not sufficient to cause a change of flood class to occur, so those errors remained constant.

3.3.4

Error Analysis vs MLP Setup Parameters

Experiments were conducted that varied Nin, Nhu, α and TTsAdvance in combination with each other over
the ranges described in Table 3.3, in the search for an optimum configuration for the MLP. The
results of these trials are presented below and are organised by the 3 metrics used for performance
assessment:
3.3.4.1 MS Error

Figure 3.17: Correlation between MS Error and % Error Metrics for All Data

Figure 3.17 shows a strong correlation between MS error and % Error so, for economy, MS Error bar
charts have not been included. Correlation is 0.78.
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3.3.4.2 % Error

Figure 3.18: % Error vs Nin and TTsAdvance for Upstream, Midstream and Downstream Manholes

Figure 3.20 analyses the influence of position of manhole within the sewer network on % flood level
error performance for given setup parameters of the MLP. In general, upstream nodes had lower
errors; overall mean = 6.69%; midstream = 9.55%; downstream = 11.78%. Overall mean was: 9.34%.
Figure 3.21 similarly illustrates effects of Nhu and weight decay coefficient α. Once again upstream
nodes had the lowest errors (mean = 6.68%) and downstream the highest (mean = 11.78%). Overall
mean was confirmed at 9.34% as required.
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Figure 3.19: % Error vs Nhu and α for Upstream, Midstream and Downstream Manholes

Alpha (α) also affects all positions of manhole, giving lower errors when α = 1 and rising towards α =
1e-3. No overall pattern emerges from Nhu. At the optimum α, Nhu has very little influence on % error.
Perhaps lower numbers of hidden units (10) emerge as having best performance, which would
support the hypothesis that overfitting occurred at higher numbers.

3.3.4.3 % Classification Error
Figure 3.20 analyses the influence of position of manhole within the sewer network on %
classification error performance for given setup parameters of the MLP. In contrast, downstream
nodes had lower errors; upstream mean = 1.42%; midstream = 2.21%; downstream = 1.25%. Overall
mean was: 1.63%.
Figure 3.21 similarly illustrates effects of Nhu and weight decay coefficient α. The pattern of errors
differs from analogue flood level % error: upstream nodes had median error (mean = 1.42%) and
downstream the lowest (mean = 1.25%). Midstream manholes had the worst error at 2.21%. Overall
mean was of course 1.63%, as required.
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Figure 3.20: Classification % Error vs Nin and TTsAdvance for Up, Mid and Downstream Manholes

Figure 3.21: Classification % Error vs Nhu and α for Up, Mid and Downstream Manholes
See also section 3.3.6 for details of confusion matrix analysis.
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MLP Weights Analysis

Please refer to Figure 3.6 and accompanying text for a discussion on Influence Coefficient Matrix
(ICM)(also referred to as Wio), produced from the product of matrices W1 and W2, weights for the 2
layers of neuron inputs in the MLP. The purpose of the ICM is to reveal the influence that particular
inputs have on any given output in the trained ANN.
Note: In order to facilitate this analysis, MLP inputs were normalised throughout.

Figure 3.23: Analysis of MLP Weights for TTsAdvance = 0; Nin=4

Figure 3.22: Analysis of MLP Weights for TTsAdvance = 5; Nin=4

Figure 3.23 shows ICM coefficients plotted against the input moving time window (steps backward in
time from 0) for Nin = 4; Manholes were grouped into upstream, mid and downstream as before.
Upstream nodes did not exhibit dominance by any one of the 4 input timesteps (each timestep
corresponds to 3 MLP inputs – the data presented here are means of each group of 3 inputs and
corresponding ICM terms); whereas, mid and downstream nodes showed increasing influence by
timesteps further in the past.
This was a significant result and arguably arose from the lags inherent in the sewer network;
upstream nodes have much less lag time than downstream ones, from the start of a rainstorm to
water levels responding.
Figure 3.22 is for TTsAdvance of 15 minutes (5 timesteps advance). Here upstream nodes need to favour
inputs at timestep 0 in order to keep up with the prediction of flood level with the longer lag caused
by the output timeshift. For downstream nodes, all weight values have moved more negative; for
timestep zero and -1, the weights have become negative and large; this is because the inputs could
well be indicating rainfall (for example) whilst the outputs have already moved on to predicting the
opposite condition. The midstream nodes are between these in terms of influence on weights.
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The experiment was repeated for Nin = 10. Further conclusions can be drawn from this:

Figure 3.25: Analysis of MLP Weights for TTsAdvance = 0; Nin=10

Figure 3.24: Analysis of MLP Weights for TTsAdvance = 5; Nin=10

Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 show ICM coefficients plotted against the input moving time window (10
steps backward ); timesteps 0 and 1 have a great influence, but from -4 to -9, each set of coefficients
look very similar to each other; despite being large in value it is questionable whether they perform
any useful function with this amount of timeshift advance. It might be expected that these would
begin to become differentiated from each other if more timeshift advance were to be applied.

3.3.6

Confusion Matrix Analysis for Classification Scheme

In order to understand classification behaviour more fully, confusion matrices were computed and
saved for every combination of setup parameters. Figure 3.26 shows one for α = 1e-3, Nin = 4 and Nhu
= 4. This represented a typical run; other confusion matrices were very similar, so have not been
reproduced here.
Using data from classifier wrapper-function, output and target signals both clearly spent more time
in the ‘0’ (not flooded) state than in the flooded states ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’.
Overall the classification error rate for this run was 4.93%, which was somewhat higher than the
mean of 1.63% reported earlier. Perhaps more importantly, the normalised chart on the right shows
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that confusions err towards returning ‘0’ when ‘1’ or higher was predicted, rather than vice versa,
since about 10% errors are shown at the bottom of each bar.

Figure 3.26: Confusion Matrix for Classification: MLP α = 1e-3; Nin = 10; Nhu = 4
The table shows that there are no errors with weighting value 3, and only 15 with weighting value 2;
all others have weighting value 1. When these weights were taken into account, the classification
error rate rose to 5.03%.
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4 Analysis of Results from Both Sections
4.1 Optimisation and Validation
Early stopping based on classification error performance has almost certainly skewed the results for
section 2 and better performance may be possible at the cost of longer training times. In section 1,
the validation results were also erratic and tended to lead to non-optimal choice of number of
epochs for the final training phase.
The use of SCG or Quasi-Newton gradient-based optimisers may not be the best choice, especially for
the large networks of section 2. Other algorithms could be explored. This type of optimiser relies on
the gradient of the activation function to be able to progress towards an optimum. Use of
thresholding logical activation functions are therefore not an option, unless another approach can be
found.

4.2 Timings Analysis
Results in section 3.3.2 demonstrate that Nhu has a strongly positive influence on optimisation time,
whereas Nin and TTsAdvance do not. Figure 3.11 displays a quadratic-like effect on optimisation time due
to Nhu and Nin. This is not surprising, since the MLP layer-1 weights matrix, W1, increases by :
Ο(Nhu x Nin)
...giving many more weights for the optimiser to adjust at each epoch.
Table 3.4 Shows mean MLP optimisation times to be very comparable with SIPSON run times. Based
on a 3-minute sampling period, both processes still run faster than realtime. However, the great
advantage of the DDM / ANN approach is that, once trained, the run times are extremely fast,
allowing for the possibility of modelling very large sewage networks if needed. At a 3-minute
sampling period, an average of 536 x realtime speed was achieved even on a modest laptop PC,
allowing the possibility of much larger networks being processed in realtime.
Further analysis could hopefully establish a pareto-optimal MLP solution in a 2-objective space of
optimisation time and validation MS error.

4.3 Error Analysis
Classification errors were consistently lower than analogue flood level % errors, however, in the
analysis in the results section, a sample of only 5 upstream, mid and downstream nodes were
identified to facilitate analysis. This was largely successful, but was prone to perturbation by outlier
readings from manholes at the extremes of the network, where some of the flood levels recorded
were up to 40 metres! These would dominate results for the remaining selected manholes. Indeed
this was the case with manholes: 1898, 3060 and 2169. The results presented therefore need
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caution. Instead, a regime of assigning a ‘% upstreamness’ factor to each manhole in the whole
network would be more robust and allow pattern to be sought in the behaviours within the black
box.
Spiking can also be observed near the peaks of the MLP output waveform. This could simply be
lumped into the notion of ‘overfitting’ but further inspection of the input data (Figure 3.5) and the
weights analysis covered above reveal that the input data is rather artificially linear for most of the
time, but there are 2 simultaneous discontinuities in the pattern at the end of the rainfall period. For
most of the time these linear functions will be able to be modelled simply by 2 points for a straightline fit. However, at the discontinuity, Fourier analysis would reveal a rich harmonic structure with
many high-order components. The MLP is virtually required to switch modes at this point to produce
entirely new and different behaviour. It is perhaps this type of idea, which led Solomatine
(Solomatine D. C., 2007) to work on splitting the waveform of a flood event into sections and using
separate networks to model each.

4.4 Classification
Overall classification errors of approximately 1.6-2% were achieved. This has no doubt been
influenced by the strategy of early stopping of MLP training, when validation error fell below 3%.
However, analogue signal error performance would most likely have to improve considerably, before
any significant effect would be noticed on the classification performance, for the reasons discussed in
section 3.3.4.3.
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5 Conclusions
Although attempts to classify directly with the MLP were not successful, due to problems with using
gradient-based optimisers when working with logical activation functions on neuron outputs, the
regression  classification wrapper function method was successful. Classification errors, as low as
1.5%, were achieved.
The principle of using ANNs as data-driven surrogate models for conventional simulators has been
established, despite the need for considerably more work to characterise the system fully.
A limited (30 minute) prediction capability was also demonstrated by the expedient of timeshifting
the target signals to the right during MLP training. It is likely that this period could be extended to
something functionally useful in the field (3 to 6 hours). However this is not yet fully characterised or
understood.
Analysis of weights is revealing and gives clues to aid optimum network design. At zero prediction
advance, a simple network with Nin = 4 (possibly even less), Nhu = 10 and α = 1 would appear to be
optimal. However, with increasing TTsAdvance, better performance required more input time window
steps (Nin = 10+?). Although this has not been trialled yet, it is likely that greater prediction times will
need even more input timesteps.

5.1 Possible Novel Features
(Fernando, 2005) showed that a single sewer overflow rate could be successfully predicted with an
ANN, by using output from a conventional simulator operating on 100 years of rainfall history to
model the surcharges from the given sewer overflow, together with live local rainfall sensor data.
(Campolo, 2003) showed how river levels at 6 locations could be predicted by an ANN operating on
real sensor data positioned further upstream in the catchment area.
However, the author is not aware of any studies in which ANNs have been used to model multiple
(i.e. in this case 123) outputs from a sewer network simultaneously and predict based on data from a
conventional simulator. Also the study has used simulated rainstorms based on stats, rather than
historical data (usually of years’ duration).
A 3 minute sampling rate was used, which may be faster than other reported studies.

5.2 Possible Further Work


So far, the study has used a single large ANN. It would be informative to conduct a trial with
123 separate mini-ANNs in parallel, to compare training times and metric performance for
benchmarking purposes.
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Further analysis of ‘black box’. The ANN treats the sewer network as a black box. It may be
useful to provide additional specific data about the sewer configuration as inputs to the ANN
in order to improve accuracy / speed. Trials are needed for this.



Work on 64-bit machine would allow larger parallel networks to be modelled (also with more
hidden units). It is possible that larger networks with Nhu >= Nout will demonstrate improved
specificity when modelling each node (manhole). This cannot be fully investigated on a 32-bit
machine due to 2GB limit on Java heap size.



Classification approaches directly by MLP, not post-processor / wrapper function:
o
o

Using GA or EA as optimiser to train network with logical neuron activation functions
Using K-nearest neighbour classifier approach with one output per flood class per
node. Then classifying based on output with highest value.



Implement a full leave-one-out cross-validation trial with all durations and return periods of
storm to increase confidence in flexibility and accuracy of this approach (will need possibly
up to 2 weeks to run!)



Use of real Marley rainfall 5 minute data from BADC to input to SIPSON to generate richer,
more realistic target data for MLP training.



Use of rain radar to generate richer, more predictive models. This needs considerable
thought!

5.3 Possible benefits to water industry


Faster (real time) modelling



Nowcasting / forecasting prediction capability



Flexible classification of flood severity



Could generate automated alerts to engineers



Could work with both real and/or simulated data



Possible automated classification of flooding ‘hotspots’ based on frequency of surcharge
events at manholes
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